
This is page 37Printer: Opaque thisChapter 2The Inner Produts ofGeometri AlgebraLeo DorstABSTRACT Making derived produts out of the geometri produt re-quires are in onsisteny. We show how a split based on outer produtand salar produt neessitates a slightly di�erent inner produt than usual.We demonstrate the use and geometri signi�ane of this ontration, andshow how it simpli�es treatment of meet and join. We also derive the suf-�ient ondition for ovariane of expressions involving outer, inner andsalar produts.2.1 The Produt Struture of Geometri AlgebraThe geometri algebra of a metri vetor spae, like its Cli�ord algebra, isbased on the geometri produt, the assoiative linear produt under whiha vetor squares to a partiular salar given by the bilinear form. Yet inmuh literature on geometri algebra, additional produts are introdued toaid interpretation and derivation. These produts are signi�ant sine theyare omputational onsequenes of ommutation and fatorization, whihare related to the important geometri onepts of independene and per-pendiularity of subspaes. It is onvenient to have expliit omputationalrepresentation of these onepts, and this is why the outer produt andinner produt our so frequently in geometri algebra.Historially, these useful additional produts have been introdued in aslightly ad ho manner. This has led to an inner produt whih sits slightlyunomfortably among the other produts, leading to ompliations in thederivation of ompat formulas desribing the interation of the produts.An example is the expansion of the geometri produt for a bivetor Bwith an arbitrary multivetor A (see [4℄,pg.15) whih is mostly:BA = B �A+B�A+B ^ A (2.1)(where � is the ommutator produt, yet another derived produt), butthis equation is not valid when the seond fator A is a vetor a; then weare supposed to use Ba = B � a+B ^ a (2.2)



38 Leo Dorst(The ommutator term in eq.(2.1) would erroneously give an extra B � a.Yet eq.(2.1) does hold for the a salar seond argument �, sine B �� = 0 =B� �.) The fat that an exeption needs to be made is not a onsequeneof some fundamental geometrial irregularity of bivetors; rather, it is anindiation that the derived produts have not quite been hosen properly,leading to grade-based exeptions when they interat. More examples ofthis an easily be found in [4℄, and the authors are learly aware of theproblem (see [4℄, pg.20). Of ourse suh exeptions and speial ases tobasi formulas multiply to many ases when these formulas are ombined,and ompromise the usefulness of geometri algebra as a simple and uni-versal grammar for geometri programming. This would be a great pity;but fortunately, the problem an be �xed.In this paper, we will take our guidane in the deomposition of the geo-metri produt not from outer produt and inner produt (as is ommon),but from outer produt and salar produt, sine these diretly enode theimportant onepts of `spanning' and `metri'. When they interat, theylead automatially to a natural onept of inner produt; this is the on-tration, slightly di�erent from the usual inner produt in preisely theright way to resolve the issues above.The ontration produt is not new, Lounesto [5℄ introdued it as theadjoint of the outer produt under the extended bilinear form { this isessentially the onstrution we will follow here. His suggestion has notbeen followed by many pratitioners of geometri algebra, perhaps beausehe did not demonstrate the geometrial usage of this algebraially moreelegant possibility. This paper provides those additional arguments for itsadoption, in a language that is more familiar to the users of geometrialgebra.2.2 The Basi Produts of Geometri Algebra2.2.1 Geometri ProdutAs usual in geometri algebra (and Cli�ord algebra), we start with a vetorspae V m over a salar �eld (whih in this paper will always be R) witha bilinear form h�; �i. We introdue the geometri produt as a linear, asso-iative produt, distributive over +, and for two vetors x and y equal tothe salar given by their bilinear form xy � hx;yi.Using the geometri produt to generate new elements (alled multi-vetors) from the salars and the vetors, we eventually generate the Clif-ford algebra of the vetor spae V m. Eah element generated may be de-omposed using the + into parts of distint grades (or steps), the number ofnon-anelling vetors in eah term. It is therefore onvenient to introduethe grade operator denoted h�ir whih gives us the r-th grade of a generalmultivetor. No multivetor has omponents of negative grade.



2. Inner Produts of Geometri Algebra 392.2.2 Outer Produt; BladesIn a spae of unspei�ed dimension, the geometri produt of two multi-vetors Ar and Bs of grade r and s has a highest possible term of grader + s. This term an be viewed as a produt in its own right. Perhapssurprisingly, it has nie algebrai properties: it is linear, assoiative, andskew-symmetri for vetors. We extend its onstrution to arbitrary mul-tivetors by linearity. This gives the familiar outer produt of two generalmultivetors A and B, denoted A ^B, as:A ^B =Xr;s hhAir hBisir+s: (2.3)The outer produt is used to de�ne blades, whih are the useful omputa-tional representation of subspae elements in geometri algebra. A bladeis a multivetor whih an be fatored as an outer produt of vetors. Ittherefore has a single spei� grade r and is often alled an r-blade; vetorsare 1-blades and it is onvenient to onsider salars as 0-blades (this is on-sistent sine they an be fatored by zero vetor fators). We will denotea blade by a bold upper ase symbol, suh as A; though vetors will bedenoted by bold lower ase (suh as a) and salars by Greek symbols (suhas �). Often we will denote the grade as a subsript, as in the r-blade Ar.By de�nition, blades are losed under the outer produt.Two monadi operators are onvenient to have, the reversion and thegrade involution. The reversion eAr of an r-blade Ar is the blade obtainedby writing its vetor fators in the reverse order. By skew-symmetry ofthe outer produt, this an be re-arranged to the equivalent de�nitioneAr � (�1)r(r�1)=2Ar: We extend this de�nition to general multivetorsby linearity, so: eA �Pr ghAir . By de�nition, (A ^B)� = eB ^ eA.The other elementary operation is the grade involution b�, whih reversesthe sign of odd blades: bAr � (�1)rAr and similarly extends to generalmultivetors: bA �Pr dhAir .2.2.3 Salar Produt: Metri PropertiesAnother important derived produt is the salar produt of two multive-tors, de�ned as: A �B =Xr;s hhAir hBisi0: (2.4)The salar produt is symmetrial and reversible:A �B = B �A and A �B = eB � eA (= eA � eB)When applied to blades A and B, the salar produt is only non-zero whenA and B have the same grade, and then produes a salar eA � B whih



40 Leo Dorstan be interpreted as the extension of the metri (i.e. the bilinear form) toblades: between blades of di�erent grade, it is zero, and eA �A an be usedas `norm squared' of A.The useful orthogonality property of the salar produt is(A �B = A �C; 8A) () B = C (2.5)In degenerate Cli�ord algebras, the impliation to the right does not ne-essarily hold and A needs to be hosen with more are. To avoid suhdistrating details, we will fous on non-degenerate algebras in this paper.2.2.4 ContrationsCombination of the outer produt and the salar produt leads to expres-sions suh as (A^B)�C. This alls for a distributive law speifying how ^and � interat. We de�ne two new produts, the left and right ontration(denoted  and b) by:(A ^ B) � C = A � (BC); 8A;B;Cand C � (B ^A) = (CbB) �A; 8A;B;CThis de�nes them fully and leads to the onrete expressions for the leftontration (or `ontration onto'):AB �Xr;s hhAir hBisis�r; (2.6)and for the right ontration (or `ontration by')AbB �Xr;s hhAir hBisir�s: (2.7)It is an easy exerise in grade manipulation to show that these formulasare orret. Using Ak as a shorthand for hAik, et., we obtain for the leftontration: (A ^ B) � C =Pk;`;m(Ak ^ B`) � Cm =Pk;` hAkB`Ck+`i0 =Pk;` hAkhB`Ck+`iki0 = A�(BC), and similarly for the right ontration.There is a lose relationship between the two ontrations through thereversion operation, whih is immediate from their de�nitions:(AbB)� = eB eA: (2.8)Sine we have reversion available as a standard proedure in our geometrialgebra, there is no absolute need for two di�erent ontrations.



2. Inner Produts of Geometri Algebra 412.2.5 Relationship of the Contration to the Inner ProdutObviously, the ontrations are very similar to the ommonly used innerprodut introdued in [4℄. This produt is de�ned in terms of grades as:A � B � Xr 6=0;s6=0 hhAir hBisijs�rj (2.9)Note the exlusion of the sum over the salar parts, the exeptional def-inition from [4℄ whih sets the parts of inner produts involving salarsexpliitly to zero. This auses some problems in [4℄ itself for the universal-ity of equalities, and partly explains the trouble with the bivetor expansionwhih we mentioned in the introdution. To simplify later onsiderations,it is onvenient to introdue a variation whih does not treat the salarparts in an exeptional manner. Let us all it the `dot produt' and denoteit by a fat dot `�': A �B �Xr;s hhAir hBisijs�rj (2.10)The similarity of the de�nitions of dot produt and ontrations gives asimple equation relating them [6℄:AB +AbB = A �B +A �B: (2.11)This shows that the ontrations and the salar and dot produts are dif-ferent ways of enoding the same kind of quantitative information.Let us write the onsequenes of eq.(2.11) more expliitly for blades Akand B` of grades k and `:k < ` : AkB` = Ak �B`; AkbB` = Ak �B` = 0k = ` : AkB` = AkbB` = Ak �B` = Ak �B`k > ` : AkbB` = Ak �B`; AkB` = Ak �B` = 0Disregarding the salar ase (so that the dot produt equals the standardinner produt), the left and right ontration are therefore like the innerprodut with a sensitivity to the relative grade of the arguments. In asense, the onditional statement on the relative size of k and ` (whihis often required in statements about the properties of the inner produtand the dot produt) has been inorporated into the produts, rather thanhaving to be stated separately. This seems a trivial hange, hardly worththe trouble: we would think that we ould easily keep trak of the grades ofthe arguments ourselves (and indeed, we have done so for years). However,the onditional rewriting of a series of formulas in whih the grades `nest'leads to a large set of onditions on validity of rewriting. Some of thatis visible in [4℄. If we an prevent that by the ontrations whih `swiththemselves o�' (i.e. beome zero) as soon as grade onditions do not hold,this provides a simpler omputational struture, better suited to reursivenesting.



42 Leo Dorst2.3 Understanding the ContrationThe ontration is learly very similar in many of its properties to the innerprodut, but the di�erenes are important to understand.2.3.1 De�ning Axioms1. Salars: For a 0-blade �, we get �B = �B; if B has no salar part,then B� = 0. By ontrast, the inner produt is expliitly zero forany salar argument.2. Vetors: Let a and b be vetors, then ab = ha;bi, the value of theirbilinear form; this is also the result for the standard inner produt.3. First argument a vetor: The expansion formula for a vetor on-trated onto an outer produt is simply a produt rulea(B ^ C) = (aB) ^ C + bB ^ (aC);whih means that (algebraially speaking) the ontration is a deriva-tion (see [5℄). This then leads to a full expansion formula idential tothat of the standard inner produt.4. First argument an outer produt: The ontration has a univer-sally valid rewriting rule (whih the inner produt does not have):(A ^ B)C = A(BC): (2.12)The proof shows how well the produts intertwine: D�((A ^ B)C) =(D ^ (A ^ B)) � C = ((D ^A) ^ B) � C = (D ^ A) � (BC) = D �(A(BC)). This is valid for arbitraryD; by eq.(2.5) we have eq.(2.12).Using these properties atually de�nes the ontration of blades, sine re-peated use, together with linearity, redues all ontrations of multivetorsto produts of vetors and/or salars. Similar rules for the inner produtare hard to give, the fourth rule breaks down into many grade-dependentases. This is umbersome, for an expression like (A ^ B) � C arises veryfrequently in omputations, and one annot always know the grades of A,B and C beforehand.2.3.2 Famous FormulasSimilar to the standard inner produt, we an derive the ontration ofa vetor and a multivetor from the equations xA = xA + x ^ A andAx = Abx + A ^ x, together with the easily derived Abx = �x bA. Thisgives: xA = 12 (xA� bAx) and Abx = 12 (Ax � x bA)



2. Inner Produts of Geometri Algebra 43whih may be ompared to the familiar outer produt relationships:x ^ A = 12 (xA + bAx) and A ^ x = 12 (Ax + x bA)The subtlety of distinguishing two ontrations is thus niely reeted inthe asymmetry in the de�nition of the inner produt due to the minus sign.Eq.(2.12) gives the distribution of an inner produt over an outer prod-ut; here is the onverse for a vetor argument:a ^ (BC) = (aB)C + bB(a ^ C)This an be lifted to the level of multivetors, but only under ertain on-ditions: we need to restrit the statement to the ase where a ^ C = 0.The resulting rule inherits (in a manner similar to an outermorphism), andgives the partial duality:(AB)C = A ^ (BC) if A � C (2.13)where `A � C' should be interpreted as `x ^ A = 0 ) x ^ C = 0'. Soeven when using the ontration, some equations beome onditional. Yetthe ondition is not on the grades of the arguments (as in [4℄, (1-1.25b)),but on their geometrial relationship { whih is more fundamental.2.3.3 Geometri InterpretationThe geometri interpretation of the ontration is straightforward, and in-volves the important geometrial onepts of perpendiularity (as relatedto the metri of the vetor spae) and ontainment (of subspaes viewedas sets of points). It is simplest to state the geometri interpretation of theontration for the (learly geometrial) blades:The ontration AB of an a-blade A onto a b-blade B is asub-blade of B of grade b� a whih is perpendiular to A, andlinear in both arguments.Sine blades of negative grades do not exist, the result is zero when b < a.This is in ontrast to the standard inner produt, in whih the roles ofA and B then reverse (the result is then a sub-blade of A). This reversalhas a rather di�erent geometrial feeling to it, and this is indeed reetedin a hange of algebrai properties when the reversal happens. This is thegeometrial reason behind the need for the onditions on many statementsusing the inner produt: it has beome a di�erent objet.We may reognize the rewriting of eq.(2.12) (as restrited to blades)(A ^ B)C = A(BC) as an important statement on the inheritane ofontainment of subspaes: anything in C perpendiular to the blade A^Ban be obtained by onsidering the blade BC whih is in C perpendiu-lar to B; and then taking of that the part perpendiular to A. Through



44 Leo Dorstthe ontration, this property of `ontainment' has been made an intrinsipart of geometri algebra, as it should be. In ontrast, when one uses thestandard inner produt, it needs to be superimposed on geometri algebrathrough the appliation of onditional tests on the relative grades, whihI �nd muh less satisfatory (sine those grades do not really reet theontainment relationship in all its aspets).2.4 ProjetionIn geometri algebra, one would like to have a projetion operator, espeiallyfor blades (sine they represent subspaes). Apart from being linear andidempotent, we would obviously want the projetion operator to have theproperty that a blade A projeted into B would yield a result totally in B.Hestenes (in [4℄, pg.20) de�nes (A �B) �B�1 as the projetion operatorof A onto B, but this auses problems; it gives inorret answers for Aa salar and in the ase A = B, requiring rather inelegant exeptionsto be made. The formula an atually be made generi by replaing theinner produt by the dot produt. The authors of [4℄ realize this but rejetit, sine other important equations then require exeptions (suh as thefundamental equation xA = x �A+x^A, in whih the �rst term should bezero when A is a salar, but would not be if the inner produt is replaedby a dot produt).We an resolve all issues by using the ontration throughout (for whihthe equation just mentioned holds sine x� = 0). This gives as de�nitionof the projetion: PB(A) � (AB�1)B (2.14)where we have preferred to have the inverse inside the braket, to show moreexpliitly that the result is indeed in B, by the geometrial properties of theontration. [4℄ shows under whih irumstanes the �nal inner produtin his de�nition (A � B) � B�1 an be replaed by a geometri produt {whih `makes it muh easier to use'. This requires grade (A) � grade (B),a demand on the relative grades, the projetion is zero otherwise. Whenusing the ontration in non-degenerate algebras we always have:(AB�1)B = (AB�1)B; (2.15)so the rewriting to a geometri produt is always permitted. This makesthe projetion based on the ontration universally `muh easier to use',independent of grade onsiderations.



2. Inner Produts of Geometri Algebra 452.5 Meet and JoinWhen two bladesA andB have a ommon fator, their outer produtA^Bequals zero. In that ase, the terms of other grades in their geometri prod-ut AB are required to desribe their geometrial relationship. The meetis the `largest ommon divisor' of the blades A and B, the join their `leastommon multiple'. These dyadi `produts' meet and join are essentiallylimited to blades, they have no meaning for general multivetors.The de�nition of meet and join is based on a fatorization. If M is thehighest grade blade in ommon to A and B, we an fator eah of themorthogonally, de�ning the parts A0 and B0 through: A = A0 ^M = A0Mand B =M ^B0 =MB0, and the join J is then J = A0 ^M ^B0. Gradeonsiderations yield that join and meet are related through:hAM�1BJ�1i0 = 1as well as the relative maximal ontainment demands. This equation anbe rewritten using the derived produts in various ways,J = A ^ (M�1B) = (AbM�1) ^B;M = (BJ�1)A = Bb(J�1bA)(notie the apparent but onsistent reversal of arguments as in [7℄), and(AbM�1) � (BJ�1) = 1 = (M�1B) � (J�1bA):In all these omputations with meet and join, we should take are to usethe orret inner produt. If X is a blade, and I a blade ontaining X (sothat any vetor in X is also in I), thenXI = X � I and IbX = I �X if X � IFor themeet and join relationships above, whenever we use a ontration theondition atually applies; so for our work in this setion, either ontrationor dot produt work equally well. But the standard inner produtA�B doesnot: a 0-blade A or B would ause the right hand side to be zero. Sine a0-blade is a salar whih represents a 0-dimensional spae at the origin, thisis a legitimate geometrial situation for whih meet and join should give theappropriate answer; so we should rejet the standard inner produt for thisappliation. To keep the struture of geometri algebra lean and minimal,we should therefore rejet it altogether, possibly preferring the dot produt.But as we saw in the previous setion, the desired and universal validityof the vetor expansion xA = x � A + x ^ A then leads inexorably to theadoption of the ontration.



46 Leo Dorst2.6 Linear Transformations as `Innermorphisms'2.6.1 Outermorphisms and Adjoint TransformationsIf we have a linear transformation f on vetors, we naturally extend it asan outermorphism to f (see [4℄), by the reursive de�nition f(a ^ A) =f(a) ^ f(A) and linearity. It is also natural to de�ne the adjoint f of theextended linear transformation f by (see [4℄, pg.55): f(A) �B = A � f(B).This adjoint funtion of an outermorphism then ombines naturally withthe adjoint of the outer produt. For instane, assuming f and therefore finvertible, we an easily show how a ontration transforms under a linearmapping: f(AB) = f �1(A)f (B) (2.16)Proof: C�f(AB) = f(C)�(AB) = (f(C)^A)�B = �f(C) ^ f(f �1(A))��B = f(C^f �1(A))�B = �C ^ f �1(A)��f(B) = C ��f �1(A)f(B)� ;8C.This important result from [4℄ for the standard inner produt thereforealso holds for the ontration.2.6.2 Covariane of Inner Produt FormulasWe know that the outer produt transforms ovariantly under a lineartransformation, in the sense that f(A ^ B) = f(A) ^ f(B). It is possibleto onstrut inner produt formulas whih transform naturally (i.e. ovari-antly) under a linear transformation; however, this appears only doablefor arguments whih are blades. Suh ovariant onstrutions involve theombinations A�1B and BbA�1. Both the projetion and the meet/joinformulas an be rewritten to ontain these as `maros' from whih the totalformula is onstruted, for instane:PB(A) = (AB�1)B = (BbA�1)�1B (2.17)The ovariane of this formula follows from the following proposition:The reipe for testing the ovariane of an expression on bladesinvolving ^,  and b is: rewrite the expression using only per-mitted onstrutions of the form A ^ B, A�1B and BbA�1.If it sueeds, replae ` �1' by ` ?' throughout and verify thatthe expression thus obtained is identially equal to zero; thenthe original expression is ovariant.Here X? a onvenient shorthand for any blade of the same grade as X andsatisfying X?X = 0.Derivation: From 1 = f(1) = f(A�1A) = f �1(A�1)f(A) it followsthat f �1(A�1) = f(A)�1 + f(A)?. Using this, we obtain f(A�1B) =



2. Inner Produts of Geometri Algebra 47f �1(A�1)f(B) = f(A)�1f(B) + f(A)?f(B). So ovariane of A�1Bunder f requires that f(A)?f(B) be zero. Invertibility of f now demandsthatA?B be zero. A similar result an be derived for the right ontrationb; and these properties inherit under nesting. QEDIn showing the ovariane of the projetion (AB�1)B, eq.(2.17) is therewriting. For non-salarA, we need to show that the equality (AB?)B =0 holds. This is obvious: any non-salar both in B and in B? must be zero.For a salar A, the equation is obviously ovariant. Therefore the proje-tion is ovariant. One an show in a similar manner that meet and joinare.In [1℄, the onstrution A�1B is identi�ed as the natural ounterpart ingeometri algebra of the set-di�erene operation on subspaes; its relevaneto linear algebra is therefore not too surprising.2.7 Replaing the Inner ProdutThe derived produts in the standard formulation of geometri algebra in [4℄have relationships whih are somewhat opaque, and whih lead to identitieswhose validity is often onditional on the grade of their variables. While thenumerous appliations of geometri algebra in physis and engineering haveshown that this is not an impediment to its use, any extended algorithmontaining several of those relationships would frature into many di�erentgrade-dependent ases. This ould hamper the impat of geometri algebraon �elds like omputer graphis and geometri modeling, where the gradeof the objets onstruted is often dependent on the data itself, and arenot foreseeable.Fortunately, this aspet of geometri algebra an be leaned up, by thesimple expedient of replaing the inner produt by a very similar on-strution, the ontration. This is less drasti than it sounds, sine theontration has the same geometri meaning (though subtly more preise),and obeys very similar equations, though now with universal validity. Wehave shown how well the ontration meshes with the other two importantderived produts in geometri algebra (outer produt and salar produt),and how it makes treatment of geometrially signi�ant operations suhas projetion and meet unonditional and unexeptional. These operationsare at the basis of omputer graphis, so this version of geometri algebrashould �nd good use there.But of ourse we should not really have two versions of geometri al-gebra, so subtly di�erent in this one aspet { it would lead to onfusion.Therefore I would strongly advoate the usage of the ontration in physisand engineering as well. Knowing the importane of bivetor �elds in ele-tromagnetism, it should be of advantage that one an universally write:BA = BA+B�A+B ^ A



48 Leo Dorstrather than eq.(2.1) with its messy exeption rule. The universal dualityrelationship (A ^ B)C = A(BC) is also too good not to have availablein one's omputations and derivations. In all ases, the ontration  takesare of its own exeptions, internally, invisibly and onsistently, and withoutany sari�e in geometri expressibility.Trying the ContrationIf you would like to beome familiar with the properties of the ontrationat a omputational level, inluding visualization, you might try GABLE[3℄, a Matlab pakage for numerial omputations in geometri algebra.It permits hanging the inner produt you use from the ontration (itsdefault) to the standard inner produt and the dot produt.Referenes[1℄ T.A. Bouma, From Unoriented Subspaes to Blade Operators, Chapter4 in this volume.[2℄ L. Dorst, Honing geometri algebra for its use in the om-puter sienes, in: Geometri Computing with Cli�ord Alge-bra, G. Sommer, ed., Springer, 2001. Preprint available athttp://www.siene.uva.nl/~leo/lifford/[3℄ L.Dorst, S.Mann, T.A.Bouma, GABLE: a Geometri AlgeBra Learn-ing Environment, www.siene.uva.nl/~leo/lifford/gable.html[4℄ D. Hestenes and G Sobzyk, Cli�ord algebra to geometri alulus, D.Reidel, Dordreht, 1984.[5℄ P. Lounesto,Marel Riesz's work on Cli�ord algebras, in: Cli�ord num-bers and spinors, E.F. Bolinder and P. Lounesto, eds., Kluwer Aa-demi Publishers, 1993, pp.119{241.[6℄ L. Svensson, Personal ommuniation at ACACSE'99, Ixtapa, Mexio.[7℄ J. Stol�, Oriented Projetive Geometry, Aademi Press, 1991.


